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Welcome toOganikaDiamonds
- an expansion pack of puzzles
to be used in conjunctionwith a
set of 36 Oganika tiles, which
can be purchased as part of the
Oganika Game set.

The Diamond Pack is a set of 36
connected puzzle cards of
increasing difficulty based on
the theme of a Diamond Shape.

The aim is to start on Card 1 and
work your way through each
subsequent card in order.

As you work your way through
the card set, make sure to
carefully reflect on each of the
cards that you complete, and
you will begin to gain a subtle
understanding that will help
you to complete the cards that
are to come.

O G A N I K A
D I A M O N D S



HELPWITH INTERPRETING THE CARDS:

The information on the cards is pretty
straight forward, but in the interest of
avoiding confusion, please be aware of
the following:

1. Numbers in coloured circles relate to
the coding of tiles given on the
Oganika Tile Sort Poster. These are
the tiles that must be used to solve
the puzzle.



2. Where there are separate shapes or
designs, the tile numbers placed next
to those shapes/designs mean that
those tiles must be used to form the
shape or design that they are next to.

3. White connection symbols denote
where the shapes are to be pushed
together and therefore where tile
connections have to match.

4. When there are white connection
symbols there will also be an
illustration of a compound shape/
design which is the final design to
be completed. NOTE: the tiles
MUST match along the connection
line.

These 6 tiles
must be used
to make the
right hand
triangle

Connection
symbols

Compound
shape



5. Grey areas within shape boundaries
mean that you have to work out how
to fit the tiles into the boundary
shape to form the design. In some
instances, specific tile placement is
given.

6. Cards 19 - 36 require the puzzler to
use the whole set of 36 tiles. i.e. if
there are three shapes given then
tiles 1-36 must be used only once,
with the final end result being all
three shapes having been
constructed, using the whole set.

Grey area -
design to be
worked out by
the puzzler.

Specific tile
placement



Solution to Card 1

Note in some
instances, particularly
the earlier cards in the
sequence, it can be
possible to have
slightly different

solutions



Solution to Card 2

Here is the composite
design, with the two
triangles pushed

together. Note how the
connections along the
joining line match.



If you require further solutions then
please check our website at
bloodmoongamesltd.com as we
sometimes post them here.
Alternatively why not become part of
the Oganika community and help
one another find solutions.

If you have any questions or
comments, or ideas for making
Oganika even better, please feel free
to DM Jeremy on Twitter at:

BloodMoonGames@MoonfacedBaboon

HAPPY PUZZLING!
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